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PLATINUM SPONSORS

Brought to you by: Orange Commercial Credit Team
As port carriers ramp up for peak season, many take advantage of OCC’s 43 years of experience
helping carriers—large motor carriers and owner operators alike—with:

Their quality of service
is wonderful. Everyone
we have interacted with
—from Sales to
Operations and
Management—have
been fantastic to work
with. There is a high
level of teamwork,
cooperation and trust.
– Mike, an intermodal company
owner in Southern California.

Advancing Invoice Funds for Immediate Cash Flow
Carriers can stop playing bank for their customers and
get paid on delivered loads within 24
hours.
Reducing Drayage Billing Headaches
Carriers free up their time from the cumbersome crush of
paperwork.
Collecting on Invoices
Carriers leave the hassles of collection to seasoned
professionals.
Credit-checking New Customers
Carriers avoid pitfalls by taking advantage of OCC’s up-todate database on customers’ credit.
Growing Your Business
Carriers rely on OCC to reduce the drudgery and risk in
their day-to-day business operations so that they can
focus on taking on new business.

OCC is pleased to be going on its 2nd year of HTA sponsorship. Contact Bob for more
information and be sure to ask about the exclusive pricing for HTA & TAP members.
Contact Bob Dilliplaine
714-345-9654
bob@occfactor.com

Want to learn more about
intermodal factoring?
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GOLD SPONSORS

Samsara is the pioneer of the Connected Operations Cloud, an integrated platform that enables
customers to access, analyze, and act upon real-time data to digitally connect their physical
operations. The company’s latest solutions help customers unlock the power of physical
operations data to increase their operational efficiency, worker safety, business resiliency, and
fuel efficiency.
Samsara is investing in innovations that simplify day-to-day tasks, keep workers safe, and
ultimately make their workplaces more connected. New features announced recently include:
Driver Workflows, designed to guide
drivers and field operators through the
most mission-critical parts of their day.
With the general availability of end-of-day
workflows, linked third-party tasks, and
multiple workflows in the Samsara Driver
App, administrators can keep drivers safe
and compliant, streamline access to tasks
in external apps, and customize workflows
to the needs of every driver.
In-Cab Nudges™, empowering drivers with
the opportunity to self-correct risky
behavior after receiving an AI-powered incab alert, before a manager is notified. By
giving drivers more ownership over their
own coaching and safety experience on
the road, managers can save time on event
review and instead remain focused on
coaching the riskiest driving habits. In-Cab
Nudges will be available in open beta this
fall.
Multi-Stop ETAs, providing dispatch and
operations teams accurate, up-to-date
predicted arrival times at all stops along all
active routes. With end-to-end visibility
into real-time trip progress, customers can
deliver more timely service that exceeds
their customers’ expectations from the
first mile to the last mile. Multi-Stop ETAs is
now generally available.

Learn more here

Remote Support, allowing administrators to
easily view and control mobile devices from
anywhere to streamline troubleshooting,
increase productivity, and support workers
whether they’re on the road or in the field.
Remote Support will be available in open
beta this fall.

SILVER SPONSORS
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Welcome!
Join us in welcoming our new
sponsors & members below.
Thank you for joining the
community and for your
continued support.

Allen Amos
EPIC Insurance Brokers and
Consultants
New Bronze Sponsor

Brought to you by: Jose Bravo of MDB Transportation
MDB Transportation, since its inception in
2002, prioritizes excellence in service. MDB
Transportation is here to help you tackle the
issue regarding goods transportation and
eliminate it from the list of complexities for
your business. Note that MDB Transportation
provides the best transportation fleet to
ensure a top-tier service going beyond your
expectations. The Company comes to you
with a wide variety of high-standard fleets
ranging from CNG Near Zero emission
trucks, Electric trucks, and our own chassis
pool as well as our own Onsite CNG fuel
station which helps us operate solely in a
much cleaner and sustainable fashion. We
can bravely say that environmentally
responsible stands at the core of MDB
Transportation.

BRONZE SPONSORS

As mentioned prior, sustainability stands at the
Company’s core, and no wonder that MDB
Transportation managed to replace 78,460
diesel gallons with RNG. People at MDB
constantly repeat – our mission, zero-emission.
This is an essential aspect of MDB Transportation
as the natural gas and EVs it utilizes to make it
visible as a company fully corresponding to being
a Corporate Socially Responsible (CSR) one. It
manages to be eligible and maintain cost
certainty while tackling CARB requirements that
the Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach
brings forward. Keeping sustainability at the
highest possible level, MDB continues delivering
excellence alongside experience and makes itself
eligible to be the one capable of booking cargo to
the future.
CONTINUED

Brent Stout
Cross Roads Equipment Lease and
Finance
New Silver Sponsor

David Clifford
Ventura Transfer Company
New Carrier Member

Chuck Fuentes
Pacific Trans Express Corp
New Carrier Member
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We are a 100% asset-based carrier, providing certainty to our customers during an uncertain
regulatory climate. In terms of sustainability, MDB’s operation is equal to planting 12,082 trees,
eliminating 169 metric tons of GHG emissions, and removing 100 cars off the road. Imagine having
23,400 shuttled containers, 452,304 miles, and 20+ satisfied customers per year on a sustainable
basis – phenomena solely known to MDB Transportation. The transportation company in Los
Angeles always looks forward to gathering the best team of drayage professionals aimed at doing
their best to meet customer expectations and beyond. By investing the maximum time, energy,
and resources into the comprehension and implementation of each customer’s supply chain
needs, MDB delivers quality, meeting customer wants & needs.

MDB Transportation
managed to replace
78,460 diesel gallons
with RNG.

Upcoming Events
Register by going to our website.

Available Grant Funding for
RNG Trucks and
California's Race to ZeroEmissions
brought to you by
Clean Energy
July 19th, 2022
via Facebook Live
5:30 PM PDT

The
Company
values
and
embraces innovation. Looking
back at the company’s history,
something becomes evident –
MDB always stands at the
forefront
of
cutting-edge
technology. MDB looks at the
notion of innovation as a duty –
company mission that amplifies
opportunities
to
provide
sustainable and valuable services
for our customers.
MDB wants to see businesses
grow! That is why it thrives on
making a difference for each
project it undertakes. Providing
transparent and seamless freight
transportation
alongside
developing an excellence-driven
team – is what MDB aims at
accomplishing.
Contact Us
435 E Weber Ave Compton, CA
90222
Phone Number: 562-928-0668
E-Mail Address:
inquiry@mdbtransportation.com
Website:
www.mdbtransportation.com

Follow us on Social Media!

The Voice is designed and edited by:
Karla Sanchez-Jimenez
Director of Programs & Communications
karla@harbortruckers.org

No Need to Pre-Register.
Watch Live on HTA's FB Page.

Understanding AB5 and its
Potential Impacts on Your
Business
July 21st, 2022
10:00 AM PDT
via GoToWebinar
Register Here

SoCal Membership Meeting
July 27th, 2022
Long Beach, CA
Shoreline Yacht Club
Reception 5 PM
Program 6:15 PM
Sponsored by PortPro
Register Here

